YOU’RE HOME NOW
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Close the door and take the day
off your shoulders. Whatever life
throws at you, it’s all fine.

YOU’RE
HOME NOW
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Sleep soundly
with our Secured
by Design police
approved cylinder

Our police-approved, ‘secured by design’
anti-bump, anti- drill, anti-pick and antisnap Kitemarked cylinder lock barrels are
fitted as standard to every Apeer door.
And if that isn’t enough to put off even
the most determined criminal, our triple
glazed, anti-tamper glazing system will.

SECURED
by design

Coupling Bar
Sidelights are coupled
with aluminium bar for
greater security, rigidity
and stability.

Glazing Units
Apeer70 doors have triple
glazed units as standard.

Apeer Traditonal
Glazing System
Matching timber-effect
raised mouldings fitted
to the inside of the door
and covers our reinforced,
fully insulated toughened
glazed units.

Yale Locking System
2 rollers, 3 hooks, 2
deadbolts and 1 latch, high
security system protects
your family from intruders.

Kitemark Cylinder
Anti-bump, anti-drill,
anti-pick and anti-snap
Kitemarked cylinder
lock barrels are fitted as
standard.

Hinges
Flag or butt hinges are
fitted to Apeer70 doors to
allow for adjustment.

YOU’RE
HOME NOW

Locking System
Multi-point locking system is fitted as
standard to reinforce the concept of
safety in your home.

Steel Hinge Bolts
Steel hinge bolts secure the door to
the frame on Apeer70 only, protecting
against intruders.

Steel Hinge Bolts

Multi-point
locking system

AV2 Lock

* Secured by Design doors must be ordered with laminated glass.
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Standard
Colour Range

Take it easy with
our low maintenance
colour match wood
grain finish

Our low-maintenance, highly robust colour
finish is designed to stay looking good year
after year, both on the outside and on the
inside. Choose the perfect colour for the
exterior of your home and match it with
the perfect colour for the inside. Plus, for
absolute consistency even when the door is
open, we carefully colour match every edge.

COLOUR
by design
YOU’RE
HOME NOW

Colour Matching
Our manufacturing process allows us
the flexibility to colour match your
complete door entrance system,
inside and outside. Colour choices are
not restricted to white frames, or to a
white only finish on the inside. Choose
your door colour, match the door
frames, rebate, weather deflector and
internal finish.
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RAL
For a bespoke colour finish simply bring
along a RAL or BS colour reference.

Premium
Colour Range

Steel Blue
(Renolit 5150-05-167)

Dark Red
(Renolit 3081-05-167)

Rosewood
(Cova 49186-011
Piedmont A)

Porcelain Blue
BS20C33

Light Grey
(RAL 7035)

Traffic Red
(RAL 3020)

Oak
(Cova 49158-011)

White (Halo System
10 Rustique 2 Smooth
Frame Finish)

Apeer Cream 2
(Renolit Exofol PX
46835-101100)

Mandarin Orange
(BS06E51)

Green Mist
(BS12B17)

Pale Lime
(BS12E51)

Burgundy
(Renolit 3005-05-167)

Chartwell Green
(Renolit 49246 - 101100)

Anthracite Grey
(Renolit 49122-011)

Traffic Yellow
(RAL 1023)

Traffic Purple
(RAL 4006)

Light Blue
(RAL 5012)

Halo Foiled White
(Halo System
10 Rustique 2
Renolit Exofol PX
02.20.91.000001-116801
Grained Frame Finish)

Dark Green
(Renolit 6125-05-167)

Apeer Black 2
(Renolit Exofol MX
49116-101100)

Turquoise Blue
(RAL 6033)

Pale Lilac
(BS24C33)

Orchid Pink
(BS04C33)

* Metallic Colours are not available. There is an extra charge for Premium and RAL/BS colours.
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour
deviation. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frame as it is a PVC foil. The grain and colour on the Oak and Rosewood doors are not an exact
match to the Oak and Rosewood PVC frames. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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Stay snug with
double protection
from draughts with
our double rebate

Did you know that much like your washing
machine or your fridge freezer, your front
door can be energy rated too? So, when we
created our flagship product the Apeer70,
we used the very latest in design and
materials to help keep the heat in and the
cold out; creating one of the most energy
efficient doors available.

A-RATED
by design
YOU’RE
HOME NOW
Outer Rebate Seal

Inner Rebate Seal

Double Rebate
Apeer70’s double rebate system
adds additional draught protection
by creating an internal secondary
rebated seal.

Triple Glazed*
For better insulation every Apeer70
is equipped with toughened triple
glazed units and Apeer44 with double
glazed units. Glazed units are also
available with Low E glass and can be
gas filled to offer improved thermal
performance.
*Low E glass is only available in clear.
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Apeer70

Apeer 44

Choose from either
one of our two main
formats - Apeer70
and Apeer 44*

Apeer may come in two formats,
but the principles behind each remain the
same. Whether you choose the 70mm thick,
double rebate Apeer70, or the ingenuity
of the 44mm thick, single rebate Apeer44,
both perform exceptionally well in terms of
energy efficiency, security and appearance.

DIFFERENT
by design

YOU’RE
HOME NOW

70mm

44mm

Apeer 70
70mm of high density
polyurethane foam, extra
insulating double rebate, GRP
inner frame, handmade triple
glazed decorative units, double
steel hinge bolts Kitemark
version available, lifelike grain.

Apeer 44
44mm of high density polyurethane
foam, handmade double glazed
Q Seal warm edge Super Spacer
system, matched timber effect
raised mouldings, flush fit, lifelike
grain. (Apeer44 doors are not
available in the contemporary style.)

*Cutout shows Apeer70 on left and Apeer44 on
right. The door codes featured in the brochure
refer to Apeer70. For Apeer44 single rebate door
codes change the code prefix to MO instead of
AP, eg APA1 becomes MOA1.
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YOU’RE
HOME NOW

APEER 70

TRADITIONAL

Introducing our range of doors with
traditional features and glass elements
12
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APA Apeer 70 Traditional

APA1 LO64

See p72 for fused tile colour options.

APA1 FT35
Minster backing glass. FT35 shown in sidelights and
toplight. Fused tile and sandblasted design. See
APA3 pic for glazed door option with FT35 design.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in
the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour deviation.
All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard.
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a
PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass
designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APA Apeer 70 Traditional

APA3 LF549

APA3 FT14
Fused tile and sandblasted
design. See p72 for fused tile

APA2 BO510

colour options.

APA2 B0500

APA2 LO21

Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All
Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil.
Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APC Apeer 70 Traditional

APC2 BO508

APC2 GB
Internal Georgian Bar.

APC3 BO501

APC3 FT32
Minster backing glass.
Fused tile and sandblasted design.
See p72 for fused tile colour options.
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APG Apeer 70 Traditional

APG3 BO506
Please note the minimum sidelight width required for this bevel design to fit is 270mm

APG3 FT31
Fused tile and sandblasted design.
See p72 for fused tile colour options.
APG3 FT48
Minster backing glass.
Fused tile and sandblasted design.
See p72 for fused tile colour options.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured
film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour
deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double
glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain
on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on
sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APG Apeer 70 Traditional

APG3 BF502

APG3 FT25
Clear glass in sidelights and toplight. All sidelights
are available with a decorative design to match the
door glass or with clear/clear or clear/obscure glass.
Sidelight design to match FT25 will depend on
the sidelight width.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured
film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour
deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double
glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain
on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on
sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APL Apeer 70 Traditional

APL2 LF517

APL2 BO510
Door shown in Porcelain Blue.
APL2 LF515
Minster backing glass. Sidelight and toplight
designs will depend on sidelight + toplight
width and may vary from design shown.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured
film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour
deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double
glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain
on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on
sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APL Apeer 70 Traditional

APL2 BO500

APL2 BO508

APL2 BF503

APL2 LO64

Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard.
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary
depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APM Apeer 70 Traditional

APM2 BO500

APM2 LF515

APM2 BO508
Minster backing glass. Sidelight and toplight designs
will depend on sidelight + toplight width and may vary
from design shown. Door shown in Chartwell Green.
APM2 BO508
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the
coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise
to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44
doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does
not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights
may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact
match to the door colour.
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APM Apeer 70 Traditional

APM2 BO508
Shown with AV2 Heritage lock,
escutcheon plate and finger pull.
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APM2 FT14
Fused tile and sandblasted design
See p72 for fused tile colour options.

APM2 LF549

APM2 FT27
See p72 for fused tile colour options.

APM2 BO510

Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard.
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary
depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APS Apeer 70 Traditional

APS2 BF505

APS2 BO7
Minster backing glass. Please note: the grain on the GRP
Rosewood door is not an exact match to the grain on the
Rosewood uPVC frame as they are two different materials.
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APS2 BF504

Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the
coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise
to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44
doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door
does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in
sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not
an exact match to the door colour.
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APT Apeer 70 Traditional

APT2 BO506*
* Sidelight design to match B0506 will depend on the sidelight width.

APT2 BF502
APT2 LF545
Minster backing glass.
Please note: the grain on the GRP Oak door is
not an exact match to the grain on the Oak uPVC
frame as they are two different materials.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured
film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour
deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double
glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain
on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on
sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APT Apeer 70 Traditional

APT2 LF547

APT2 BO7*
Pic shows clear glass in sidelight. All sidelights are
available with a decorative design to match the door
glass or with clear/clear or clear/obscure glass.

APT2 FT21

APT2 FT27
Fused tile and sandblasted design
See p72 for fused tile colour options.

* Sidelight design to match B07 will depend on the sidelight width.
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give
rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP
Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil.
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APY Apeer 70 Traditional

APY2 BO7*

APY2 LF35*
APY2 FT14
Minster backing glass. Fused tile and sandblasted design.
See p72 for fused tile colour options. Sidelight and toplight designs
will depend on sidelight + toplight width and may vary from design
shown. Alternative design available for a narrow sidelight.
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*Sidelight and toplight designs will depend on sidelight + toplight width
and may vary from design shown
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured
film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour
deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed
as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the
frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width.
Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APP4 Apeer 70 Traditional

BF571
Glue chip
film design

Lever Handles
(Door only inc. frame)
Width
720mm - 1088mm
Height
Stepped Threshold: 2007 - 2247mm
MDS25/80 Threshold: 2008 - 2248mm
Low PVC Threshold: 2019 - 2259mm
Full PVC Threshold: 2035 - 2275mm
AV2 Lock
(Door only inc. frame)
Width
722mm - 1088mm
Height
Stepped Threshold: 2017 - 2247mm
MDS25/80 Threshold: 2018 - 2248mm
Low PVC Threshold: 2029 - 2259mm
Full PVC Threshold: 2045 - 2275mm

APP4 SB15
Sandblasted design with
clear circles.

APP4
House number sandblasted
in top pane only.

APP4 FT50
Fused tile only design.

APP4 BF571
Glue chip film design;
see pic.

Check Doorbuilder technical manual
or website for full size details.

Winkhaus Locking System
(AV2 Heritage)
Contemporary pull handles and
escutcheon plate are fitted with
the Winkhaus AV2 Heritage
locking system. APP4 doors can
also be fitted with traditional
lever lever handles and locking
system.
AV2 Heritage lock is not
available with split spindle.
Letterboxes can be fitted
to APP4 doors to the lower
section of the door as standard.

APP4
Door Glass: fully sandblasted (SB26).
Sidelight glass: Sandblasted with
clear border (SB27).
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints
will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the
grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Please refer to our Doorbuilder technical manual or website for
full sizing details. There are restrictions on door style, lock and handle. Door sizes also depend on sidelight and toplight combinations. Glass designs shown
in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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Stable Doors

The Stable Door has all the security and style
of a high quality double rebate Apeer70 door,
but with a rustic look that’s perfect for both
contemporary and classic houses.

Fuhr Stable
door lock
Deadbolts top
and bottom
Weatherseal

APG4 FT48
Fused tile and sandblasted design.
See p72 for fused tile colour options.

* Hinge bolts are not available on stable doors.

APY4 B0500
Shown in cream colour.
Minster backing glass.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured
film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some
colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are
double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate
the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary
depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to
the door colour.
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Stable Doors

The Stable Door has all the security and style
of a high quality double rebate Apeer70 door,
but with a rustic look that’s perfect for both
contemporary and classic houses.

APY4 B0500
Detail of stable door
Stepped Threshold (25mm)
Max frame 986 x 2247
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 806 x 2007
sash 720 x 1947

Full uPVC Frame Threshold
Max frame 986 x 2273
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 806 x 2033
sash 720 x 1947

Mobility Threshold (15mm)
Max frame 986 x 2250
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 806 x 2010
sash 720 x 1947

Low uPVC FrameThreshold
Max frame 986 x 2257
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 806 x 2017
sash 720 x 1947

* Hinge bolts are not available on stable doors.
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70
doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs
shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APY4 B0500
Shown in black.
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French-Style Double Doors

These striking French-Style Double Doors have
all the security, energy efficiency and style of an
Apeer70 door, only twice over. With a double rebate
and the option of triple glazed units, you can create
the perfect double doors for your home.

APA1

APY2 FT14

Stepped Threshold
Max frame 1892w x 2247h
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 1532w x 2007h
sash 720 x 1947

Low uPVC Frame Threshold
Max frame 1892w x 2257h
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 1532w x 2017h
sash 720 x 1947

Full uPVC Frame Threshold
Max frame 1892w x 2273h
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 1532w x 2033h
sash 720 x 1947

Check manual for APP4
double door sizes.
Double doors are available
with any Apeer70 door style.
Double doors open
inward only.

APP4 with full sandblast glass (SB26). Please note:
There are no steel hinge bolts on French Doors.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour
deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on
the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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YOU’RE
HOME NOW

APEER 70

CONTEMPORARY

Introducing our contemporary door
styles with a range of glass designs
and stainless steel furniture
48
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APTS Apeer 70 Contemporary

Door: APTS2
Glass: RG45 Tahoe Blue

Door: APTS2
Glass: RG46 Elegance

Door: APTS2
Glass: RG47 Abstract

Door: APTS4
Glass: SB27

Door: APTS4
Glass: RG20 Tahoe Black

* Please note there are restrictions on the sidelight options available for RG glass, see page 73 for more details. All APTS doors available with contemporary handles or traditional lever handles.
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour
deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on
the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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Door: APTS33 Shown in light grey.
Glass: SB27
Letterbox not available on this door style.
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APTS Apeer 70 Contemporary

Door: APTS26
Glass: RG53 Symphony
Letterbox not available
on this style.

Door: APTS10
Glass: SB16

Door: APTS13
Glass: SB18

Door: APTS24
Glass: FT55

* Please note there are restrictions on the sidelight options available for RG glass, see page 73 for more details. All APTS doors available with contemporary handles or traditional lever handles.
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour
deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on
the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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Door: APTS35
Glass: FT43

Door: APTS33
Glass: Satin
Letterbox not available
on this style.

Door: APTS11
Glass: SB20

Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as
standard and secured with a glazing trim
cassette designed to complement our
contemporary range of door styles.
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APTS Apeer 70 Contemporary

Door: APTS18
Glass: SB27

Door: APTS12
Glass: SB27

Door: APTS5
Glass: FT45

Door: APTS32
Glass: RG23 Murano Blue

Door: APTS19
Glass: RG17 Prairie

Door: APTS14
Glass: RG55 Matrix
Letterbox not available
on this style.

Door: APTS33
Glass: SB27
Letterbox not available
on this style.

Door: APTS17
Glass: Clear

Door: APTS16
Glass: RG21 Reflections

* Please note there are restrictions on the sidelight options available for RG glass, see page 73 for more details. All APTS doors available with contemporary handles or traditional lever handles.
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some
colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate
the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APTS Apeer 70 Contemporary

Door: APTS5
Glass: RG51 Bullseye
Door: APTS33
Glass: RG20 Tahoe Black
Letterbox not available
on this style.
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Door: APTS29
Glass: RG56 Tahoe Blue
Letterbox not available
on this style.

Door: APTS6
Glass: FT50
No sandblast.

Door: APTS6
Glass: RG18 Prairie

Door: APTS6
Glass: RG35 Reflections

* Please note there are restrictions on the sidelight options available for RG glass, see page 73 for more details. All APTS doors available with contemporary handles or traditional lever handles.
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some
colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate
the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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APTS Apeer 70 Contemporary

Door: APTS34
Glass: SB27

Door: APTS31
Glass: Satin

Door: APTS21
Glass: Diamond Lead
Letterbox not available
on this style. Size of diamond:
100 x 150mm.

Door: APTS23
Glass: RG61 Abstract

Door: APTS20
Glass: RG1 Simplicity

Door: APTS19
Glass: RG34 Abstract

Door: APTS22
Glass: RG62 Reflections

* Please note there are restrictions on the sidelight options available for RG glass, see page 73 for more details. All APTS doors available with contemporary handles or traditional lever handles.
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some
colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate
the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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Tahoe Black
Tahoe glass fused tile with
a stainless steel surround.
See P72 for colour options.

*Letterbox not available on this style

*Letterbox not available on this style

APTS Apeer 70 Contemporary

Door: APTS25
Glass: RG23 Murano Black

Door: APTS33*
Glass: RG20 Tahoe Black

Door: APTS30
Glass: RG34 Abstract

Door: APTS28
Glass: RG20 Tahoe Purple

Door: APTS0

Door: APTS34
Glass: RG45 Tahoe Green

*Letterbox not available on this style

Door: APTS14*
Glass: RG53 Symphony

Door: APTS26
Glass: RG54 Linear

* Please note there are restrictions on the sidelight options available for RG glass, see page 73 for more details. All APTS doors available with contemporary handles or traditional lever handles.
Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some
colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate
the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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YOU’RE
HOME NOW

APEER 70

THE MODO
COLLECTION

Introducing our modern doors with
stainless steel trims with a range of glass
designs and stainless steel furniture
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The Modo collection has all
the security, durability and
energy efficiency you’ve come
to expect from an Apeer door.

AMD2 ST61 clear and sandblast design
in door; SB27 sandblast with clear
border in sidelights.

AMD1

AMD2

AMD3

AMD4

Steel Glazing Trims
Not only do the steel
glazing trims give a
contemporary look on
both sides of the door,
they’re also an added
security feature.

AMD5

AMD6

AMD7

AMD8

All Modo doors excluding Double doors are
available with lever handles or contemporary
handles (AV2 lock). Double doors are only
available with lever handles.

AMD9

AMD10

AMD11

AMD12
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The Modo Collection

AMD9 ST61 in door; SB27 sandblast with
clear border in sidelights and toplight.

AMD1 FT60 in door; SB27 sandblast with clear border in sidelight.
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AMD4 FT66

AMD5 SB32 in door; SB27 sandblast with
clear border in sidelights and toplight. SB32
glass design - clear leaves on a sandblasted
background.

AMD6 SB35 in door; SB26 full sandblast in sidelights.
SB35 glass design - sandblast swirl on a clear background.
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The Modo Collection

AMD5 SR30 in doors; SB26 full sandblast in sidelights. Double MODO
doors are only available with standard lever lever handles.

AMD3 SB40 in door; SB26 full sandblast in sidelights.
SB40 glass design - clear centre square with sandblast surround + clear outer border.
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AMD8 FT72

AMD7 FT70

AMD10 FT66
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Urn Knocker (Also available with spyhole)

Door Accessories

Slimline Urn Knocker

To complement our Apeer doors, we offer a
range of high quality door furniture and door
hardware. All door accessories are covered by a
four-year surface finish guarantee.

Antique
Black

Classic Lever Handles (also available with split handle)

Antique Black

Black

Bronze

Black

Bronze

Chrome

Gold

Satin
Silver

White

Antique
Black

Scroll Knocker

Chrome

Gold

Satin Silver

White

Antique
Black

Black

Black

Bronze

Chrome

Gold

Satin
Silver

White

Chrome

Gold

Satin
Silver

White

Contemporary Knocker

Bronze

Chrome

Gold

Satin
Silver

White

Antique
Black

Black

Bronze

Numerals

Lionshead

Classic Lever Pad Handles (with split handle)

Available in:
Antique Black
Black
Bronze
Chrome
Gold
Satin Silver
White
Antique Black

Black

Bronze

Chrome

Satin Silver

Gold

Contemporary Door Handles (only available in stainless steel)
Contemporary
handles are fitted
with Winkhaus AV2
lock. AV2 lock is not
available with split
spindle.

1800mm

1200mm

White

Escutcheon Plate
600mm

Antique Black

Black

Bronze

Chrome

Gold

Satin Silver

White

Letterbox

‘Bow’ Handle

Antique Black

Black

Bronze

Gold

Satin Silver

White

Chrome

Also available in brass

Security Chain

Spyhole

Finger Pull

‘D’ Handle
Gold

Also available in brass

Chrome

Gold

Chrome

Apeer70 Flag Hinge

Apeer44 Butt Hinges

Apeer70 doors are
fitted with flag hinges.
Colour options available.

Apeer44 doors are
fitted with butt hinges.
Colour options available.

Black

Butt hinges also available
in gold, white and brown.

In order to ensure the best quality accessories are used on Apeer doors, New World reserves the right to replace any of the above options as required. Hardware comes with manufacturer’s warranty.
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In order to ensure the best quality accessories are used on Apeer doors, New World reserves the right to replace any of the above options as required. Hardware comes with manufacturer’s warranty.
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Glass Options

Sidelights and Toplights

With our Murano and Tahoe (RG Codes) glass designs
you can co-ordinate the colour of the decorative glass to
complement your choice of door colour.

All decorative glass designs shown in doors with
the RG code are available with a choice of sidelight
and toplight options as shown. Due to the unique
construction of the RG glass it is not possible to create
matching sidelights or toplights. RG glass includes:
Abstract, Bullseye, Classic, Clarity, Diamond Cut,
Dorchester, Elegance, Linear, Matrix, Prairie, Reflections,
Royale, Simplicity, Symphony and Tahoe.

Murano

Black

Blue

Green

Purple

Red

Black

Blue

Green

Purple

Red

Tahoe

Backing Glass Options

Fused Tile (FT Codes) Colour Options

All of the door designs (except RG glass codes) featured
throughout the brochure can be backed with a range of
obscure glass to suit all requirements for energy efficiency,
safety and privacy. This is our standard range but we can
offer more styles upon request. Please note there may
be an additional charge for non standard obscure glass
patterns. There is no choice of backing glass for any of the
RG glass code designs shown.

Please note colour changes must
be specified on the order form.

Blue

Stippolyte or equivalent

Flemish or equivalent

Minster or equivalent

Cotswold or equivalent

Contour or equivalent

Satin or equivalent

Red

Green

Clear on Clear

Satin Backing Glass

Gluechip Toplight

Gluechip

Clear on Obscure (choice of
six standard glass patterns)

Sandblasted with Clear Border
(SB27)

Clear

* Please note: The fused tiles in Murano and Tahoe glass designs are not an exact match to the door colour.
Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
In order to meet customer demand New World reserves the right to change the supplier of patterned glass without prior notice.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some
colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate
the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. Glass designs shown in sidelights may vary depending on sidelight width. Coloured film in glass designs is not an exact match to the door colour.
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Dimensions

Please refer to our Doorbuilder technical
manual or website for full sizing details. There
are restrictions depending on door style, lock
and handle. Door sizes also depend on sidelight
and toplight combinations.

Apeer70 Traditional

Apeer70 Contemporary

Apeer70 The Modo Collection

Lever Handles
(Door only inc. frame)

Lever Handles
(Door only inc. frame)

Width
808mm - 988mm

Width
*702mm - *1088mm

Height
Stepped Threshold:
2007mm - 2247mm
MDS25/80 Threshold:
2008mm - 2248mm
Low PVC Threshold:
2019mm - 2259mm
Full PVC Threshold:
2035mm - 2275mm

*Minimum and maximum width
only available on certain styles
Height
Stepped Threshold:
**1775mm - 2247mm
MDS25/80 Threshold:
**1776mm - 2248mm
Low PVC Threshold:
**1787mm - 2259mm
Full PVC Threshold:
**1803mm - 2275mm
**Minimum height only available
on certain styles

Lever Handles
(Door only inc. frame)
Width
*722mm - 1088mm
*Minimum and maximum width
only available on certain styles
Height
Stepped Threshold:
**1929mm - 2247mm
MDS25/80 Threshold:
**1930mm - 2248mm
Low PVC Threshold:
**1941mm - 2259mm
Full PVC Threshold:
**1957mm - 2275mm

Apeer44 Traditional
Lever Handles
(Door only inc. frame)
Width
793mm - 1013mm
Height
MDS25/80 Threshold:
2006mm - 2263mm
Low PVC Threshold:
2027mm - 2284mm
Full PVC Threshold:
2043mm - 2300mm

**Minimum height only
available on certain styles

AV2 Lock
(Door only inc. frame)
Escutheon plate only.
Bar handles only available
on APP1, APP2, APY1
+ APY2.
Width
812mm - 988mm
Height
Stepped Threshold:
2017mm - 2247mm
MDS25/80 Threshold:
2018mm - 2248mm
Low PVC Threshold:
2029mm - 2259mm
Full PVC Threshold:
2045mm - 2275mm
Check Doorbuilder
technical manual or
website for full size
details.

AV2 Lock
(Door only inc. frame)
Width
*706mm - *1088mm
*Minimum and maximum width
only available on certain styles
and is restricted by type of
contemporary handle
Height
Stepped Threshold:
2017mm - 2247mm
MDS25/80 Threshold:
2018mm - 2248mm
Low PVC Threshold:
2029mm - 2259mm
Full PVC Threshold:
2045mm - 2275mm
Please note letterboxes are
restricted on certain heights on
Apeer70 Contemporary styles
Check Doorbuilder
technical manual or website
for full size details.

AV2 Lock
(Door only inc. frame)
Width
*778mm - 1088mm
*Minimum width only available on
certain styles and is restricted by
type of contemporary handle
Height
Stepped Threshold:
2017mm - 2247mm
MDS25/80 Threshold:
2018mm - 2248mm
Low PVC Threshold:
2029mm - 2259mm
Full PVC Threshold:
2045mm - 2275mm

AV2 Lock
(Door only inc. frame)
Escutheon plate only.
Bar handles only available
on MOP1, MOP2, MOY1
+ MOY2.
Width
797mm - 1013mm
Height
MDS25/80 Threshold:
2006mm - 2263mm
Low PVC Threshold:
2027mm - 2284mm
Full PVC Threshold:
2043mm - 2300mm
Contemporary styles
are not available in
Apeer44 single rebate

Check Doorbuilder
technical manual or website
for full size details.

Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
In order to meet customer demand New World reserves the right to change the supplier of patterned glass without prior notice.
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Threshold Options

Panel Sizes

Apeer 70

Half Panel Sizing
Apeer70 - APHP1
Apeer44 - MOHP1
70mm uPVC double
rebated system

70mm rigid
polyurethane
injected core

Quarter Panel Sizing
Apeer70 - APQP1
Apeer44 - MOQP1

533

Flat Panel Sizing
Apeer70 - APFE
Apeer44 - MOFE

215

450

Thermoset
GRP skin

900

642

642

GRP
sub-frame

Stepped
Aluminium
Threshold (25mm)
Distance from
bottom of door
leaf to bottom of
threshold 18mm

Mobility Access
Threshold
MDS80/2 (15mm)
Distance from
bottom of door
leaf to bottom of
threshold 18mm

Wheelchair Access
Threshold
MDS25/5/2 (15mm)
Distance from
bottom of door
leaf to bottom of
threshold 18mm

uPVC
Full Frame
Threshold
Distance from
bottom of door
leaf to bottom of
threshold 43mm

Apeer44
44mm rigid
polyurethane
injected core

uPVC
Low Frame
Threshold
Distance from
bottom of door
leaf to bottom of
threshold 27mm

215

103

215

Min width - 593mm
Min height - 702mm
Max width - 900mm
Max height - 1000mm

Min width - 275mm
Min height - 702mm
Max width - 550mm
Max height - 915mm

Max width - 450mm
Max height - 900mm

Coupling Bar
70mm uPVC
single rebated
system

All Apeer door and sidelight photos
in this brochure are shown with
coupling bar.
They are also available as a fully
welded option. Carriage surcharge
may be applicable.
Please note all doorsets over
1500mm must be coupled for
greater rigidity, stability and
durability.

Thermoset
GRP skin

GRP
sub-frame

Mobility Access
Threshold
MDS80/2 (15mm)
Distance from
bottom of door
leaf to bottom of
threshold 18mm

Wheelchair Access
Threshold
MDS25/5/2 (15mm)
Distance from
bottom of door
leaf to bottom of
threshold 18mm

uPVC
Full Frame
Threshold
Distance from
bottom of door
leaf to bottom of
threshold 56mm

uPVC
Low Frame
Threshold
Distance from
bottom of door
leaf to bottom of
threshold 42mm

Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
All measurements must be verified by surveyor on site. Drainage options only apply to PVC thresholds. Mullions and toplights are face drained as standard.
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Installation
Apeer doors should only be fitted by approved
installers. To find your nearest installer please
email your enquiry through our website with
your address. www.nwd.uk.com

Further Technical Information
For more details on sizes please download
the technical manual on our website or on
our Door Builder software.

Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
All measurements must be verified by surveyor on site.
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Traditional Door Styles

Contemporary Door Styles

Available in Apeer70 double rebate (AP)
and Apeer44 single rebate (MO).

Only available as Apeer70 double rebate.

APA / MOA

APC / MOC

APG / MOG

APTS2

APTS4

APTS5

APTS6

APTS10

APTS11

APTS12

APTS13

APTS14

APTS16

APL / MOL

APM / MOM

APS / MOS

APTS17

APTS18

APTS19

APTS20

APTS21

APTS22

APTS23

APTS24

APTS25

APTS26

APT / MOT

APY / MOY

APP4 / MOP4

APTS28

APTS29

APTS30

APTS31

APTS32

APTS33

APTS34

APTS35

APTS0

All traditional styles are available as solid doors with no glass.
Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
All measurements must be verified by surveyor on site.
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Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
All measurements must be verified by surveyor on site.
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Apeer is a registered
brand of New World
Developments Ltd.
New World reserves the
right to make alterations to
any of the featured products
without prior notice.
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